
LOVEBOX - Instant Happiness Box
Innovation to instantly make your loved ones smile wherever you are.

The Lovebox is an instant happiness box, an object with a huge emotional
power! It is used with an application to go beyond traditional communication
by offering a unique way to share your affection with loved ones on a daily basis.

The Lovebox allows you to receive photos, drawings, messages and emojis.
Whether it is a holiday photo, a family souvenir, sweet words, or even the drawing
of the youngest in the family.

The Lovebox is an original, unique and creative gift for the people you care about.
It concerns all ages and all generations. It can be offered for birthdays, Christmas,
Valentine's Day, Mother's Day and Grandmother's Day... and even without any
special occasion, simply to please or have fun!

The Lovebox is:

- An object dedicated to sweet words and positive attentions for more
well-being and link within families, couples and groups of friends

- An intergenerational, fun and intuitive object
- An object that is also design (designed in France by Xavier Houy) and

decorative

The Lovebox is not:

- An object that replaces phone calls, text messages and visits from our
loved ones

- A gadget that we leave in a drawer and that we do not use
- A tactile, ultra connected and addictive object

Advantages

● Stay connected with your loved ones by sharing unique moments.

● Go beyond the traditional means of communication by offering privileged
and creative marks of affection.

● Express more love and affection from a distance



How it works

● Send a photo, message, drawing or animated gif to the Lovebox using the
app (downloadable for free from the App Store or the Play Store)

● The heart of the Lovebox spins when a message arrives, until it is read
● The recipient opens the cover of the Lovebox and discovers the message
● The recipient can spin the heart to send you a waterfall of hearts in return,
to thank you

The story of Lovebox

It all started in 2015 when Jean left to do research at MIT in Boston, while his
fiancée, Mélodie, stayed in France. He wanted to find a way to share his love with
her, without being blocked by the distance and so he created the Lovebox!

Since then, a team of 20 people, the “Loveteam” has joined him. Benevolence,
open-mindedness, positive communication and importance of social and
human relationships are at the heart of the values of Lovebox. The company's
mission is to help people get into the habit of expressing their affection on a
daily basis in order to maintain strong bonds with their loved ones.

Characteristics



● Material: bamboo box and plastic heart (ABS resin)
● Screen: color LCD
● Depth: 9 cm / 3.54inch
● Width: 9 cm  / 3.54inch
● Height: 8 cm / 3.15inch
● Weight: 0.6 kg

Included with your Lovebox

● A red pixel heart
● A 5V 1A micro-USB cable and an AC outlet to plug in your Lovebox

● Free access to the mobile application (iOS & Android) for all of
those who want to send love to your Lovebox

● Lots of love






